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Introduction
Micropatterning techniques allow spatially selective control of 

cell adhesive regions [1-3]. Studies using cell micropatterning have 
provided many important biological findings, which include the 
mechanisms of the extracellular matrix (ECM)-dependent spindle 
orientation [4,5], the force-dependent subcellular localizations of cell 
adhesions [6,7], and the cell morphology-dependent induction of 
apoptosis [8], differentiation [9], and formation of primary cilia [10]. 
Micropatterning techniques are thus useful particularly in cell biology 
studies for revealing molecular mechanisms of mechanosensing 
functions [1] as well as in tissue engineering, cell-based biosensors, 
biomedical analysis, and drug screening [11,12]. 

Plasma lithography is a technique for producing micropatterns by 
localized substitution of hydrocarbon groups in the composition of 
silicone surfaces into oxygen-containing ones through treatment with 
oxygen plasma [13-16]. The spatially selective treatment is achieved 
using a fabricated mask with microholes of arbitrary geometries. The 
mask is attached to the surface of materials for cellular substrate to partly 
block the exposure to the plasma. Thus, plasma lithography consists of 
the two steps, i.e., the microfabrication of the masks and subsequent 
localized plasma treatment for functionalization of the substrate. 
The microfabrication is usually performed for a silicon chip with the 
photolithography-based micro electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) 
processing and subsequent pattern transfer into polydimethylsiloxane 
(PDMS). The MEMS process for chip fabrications consists of several 
major steps such as photoresist coating and anisotropic etching and 
requires special facilities such as a clean room [11]. Thus, low-cost, fast 
on-demand alternatives may be necessary for further prevalence of the 
use of micropatterns in a variety of biological applications.

Here, we attempted to develop a MEMS-free approach to plasma 
lithography, which is aimed at minimizing the time and cost. We 
processed an infrared-cut film by using a low-power Nd:YAG 
(neodymium:yttrium aluminum garnet) laser on a microscope to 

obtain a microfabricated plasma-shielding mask. The surface of 
silicone materials, used as a cell culture substrate, was functionalized 
with oxygen plasma through laser-drilled microholes of the mask. Cell 
adhesive regions were restricted within the hydrophilized surfaces 
by inhibiting protein adsorption to the originally hydrophobic, 
unaltered surfaces. Because design change to micropattern geometries 
is promptly achieved with the present method, this laser processing-
combined plasma lithography can diversify practical approaches to cell 
micropatterning.

Materials and Methods
Cell culture

A7r5 rat embryonic aortic smooth muscle cells (CRL1444, ATCC) 
were cultured in low-glucose (1 g/L) DMEM (Gibco) supplemented 
with 10% fetal bovine serum (SAFC Biosciences) and 1% penicillin-
streptomycin (Wako). Cells were maintained in a 5% CO2 incubator 
at 37°C.

Laser processing

Infrared absorption films (Purecut 89 plus, 3M) of a size of 18 
× 18 mm2 were attached to the surface of a cover glass (Matsunami; 
0.12 mm in thickness). This film is transparent in appearance so that 
it is available on an optical microscope. The film consists of two layers 
(25 μm in total thickness), i.e., one for self-adhesion and the other 
for infrared absorption. The cover glass supporting the adhesive film 
was fixed on the stage of an inverted microscope (IX-71, Olympus) 
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Abstract
Plasma lithography is a technique to space-selectively create hydrophilic surfaces on silicone materials with 

oxygen plasma treatment. Cells can thus be micropatterned within the modified surfaces, allowing for artificially 
controlling the geometry of individual cell colonies. Conventional plasma lithography employs a photolithographically 
microfabricated mask with which the pattern geometry is determined. However, fast on-demand design change 
to the micropattern may be limited due to the time and cost associated with the sophisticated photolithographic 
fabrication. Here we attempted to microfabricate a mask for plasma lithography in a novel, quick, low-cost manner. 
An infrared absorption film was processed using a low-power Nd:YAG laser on an optical microscope to produce a 
mask of arbitrary pattern geometries. Our experiments indicate that plasma-shielding masks with various geometries 
are promptly obtained at a spatial resolution of several tens of microns with a laser power of below 200 mW. We 
demonstrate that cells are indeed micropatterned on functionalized silicone substrates so as to conform to the 
geometry of the laser-processed mask, thus suggesting the potential of this technique as a low-cost, fast on-demand 
means for cell micropatterning.
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equipped with an Nd:YAG laser generator (Sigma Koki; 1,064 nm 
in wavelength, 2.5 W in the maximum power). According to the 
manufacturer’s specifications, the film absorbs 76% of the infrared 
light in the wavelength range of 780-2,500 nm. Thus, the laser is used 
as a heat source to ablate a small area of the film focused through an 
objective lens (20X, NA=0.45 or 40X, NA=0.75; UPlanFL, Olympus). 
The position of the film was altered using a manual xy stage during 
processing so as to finally have a microhole with a shape of “+” (plus) 
or “-” (minus) (Figure 1). In a separate experiment, the actual laser 
intensity was measured above the objective lens through the cover glass 
using an optical power meter (ADCE8230E+11, Advantest).

Substrate functionalization

The surface of a 35 mm polystyrene tissue culture dish (Iwaki) was 
coated using a spin-coater with a PDMS prepolymer (Sylgard 184, Dow 
Corning Toray), which was prepared according to the manufacturer’s 
instruction; i.e., the prepolymer was mixed at 10:1 weight ratio of base 
agent to curing agent, stirred, degassed using a vacuum, and poured 
onto the dish (0.2 g in weight for each dish) at room temperature 
(Figure 1). The PDMS coated on the dish was then oven cured at 60°C 
for 800 min. The laser-processed infrared-cut film was self-attached to 
the surface of the PDMS. The dish supporting the film on the PDMS-
coated surface was then placed on the lower electrode of a direct-
current-driven plasma generator (SEDE-P, Meiwafosis). The surface 
of the dish was treated with oxygen plasma (4 mA in current, 20 Pa in 
pressure) for 3 min. After careful removal of the film by forceps, the 
surface was treated with 0.2% Pluronic F-127 (Invitrogen) for 1 h and 
then coated with 0.1% gelatin (Sigma) in PBS for 1 day at 37°C, which 
was afterwards followed by the seeding of A7r5 cells.

Microscopy

75 μg/ml Alexa 488-conjugated fibrinogen (Molecular Probes) 
was coated on the substrate for 1 h at 4°C prior to the cell seeding. 
Fluorescence images were taken using a camera (ORCA-R2, 
Hamamatsu) under a microscope (IX-71, Olympus). Cells were then 
plated on the substrate at a density of 6 × 103 cells/cm2 and observed 
with phase-contrast microscopy using a camera (Moticam 1000, Motic) 

under a microscope (CKX41, Olympus) at 24 h after cell seeding. Laser 
processing was also observed in real-time at 30 Hz by using an infrared 
video camera (XC-EI50, Sony).

Image analysis

The spatial accuracy of the present micropatterning was evaluated 
based on the following image analysis. The hole-lengths of the 
laser-processed microholes as well as the lengths of corresponding 
fluorescent fibrinogen micropatterns and cell colonies were measured 
using ImageJ (NIH). The length ratio of fibrinogen micropattern to 
microhole and that of cell colony to microhole were quantified; thus, 
the ratio should be unity if the size of fibrinogen micropattern, which 
favors to adhere to hydrophilic regions, is identical to that of the 
microhole although the microhole–cell colony ratio may be affected by 
the active migratory behavior of the cells. 

Reusability of infrared absorption films

Repeatability of the cell patterning effect using identical laser-
processed films was investigated to assess their durability. An 
infrared-cut film was processed with the infrared laser so as to have 
a “minus”-shaped hole and used as a plasma-shielding mask for 
plasma lithography followed by the cell plating. The same procedure 
of the plasma lithography and subsequent cell plating was conducted 
repeatedly 18 times for different PDMS-coated polystyrene dishes using 
the same film. The film and cells were observed with microscopy to 
examine if the film is sufficiently durable even after the successive uses 
to allow cells to align in an identical manner on different substrates. 
Here, for cell colony measurement, we quantified the width ratio of cell 
colonies to the microholes in the direction of the short axes. The width 
was measured along the cell colony where cells were well spread out.

Results
Microholes are created in films by low-power laser processing

First, we measured the relationship between the laser intensity that 
displayed on the laser device panel and that actually measured above 
the cover glass on the objective lens. A linear regression curve was 

 

Figure 1: Schematic of the procedure for creating cell micropatterns. Polystyrene dishes are coated with PDMS (a). Separately, infrared 
absorption films are processed by a low-power Nd:YAG laser on an inverted microscope to remove a small part of the film by melt ejection (b). 
The PDMS-coated substrates are treated with oxygen plasma, through the laser-processed film as a plasma-shielding mask that is brought into 
contact with the substrates, to locally form oxygen-rich hydrophilic regions at the surface (c). The substrates after the removal of the mask were 
treated with Pluronic F-127 (d) and then ECM (gelatin) (e). ECM and cells adhere preferentially to the plasma-treated regions (f).
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obtained from the average data (data not shown), and hereafter this 
calibration data was used to describe the output of the laser. 

The laser was focused on an infrared film attached to the cover glass 
at various magnitudes of power and different magnifications of the 
objective lens. Local removal of the film by melt ejection was realized 
at the focus particularly by increasing the power of the laser, but we 
tried to drill as small holes as possible by lowering the power to test 
the spatial resolution of the processing. Here we processed a part of the 
18 mm × 18 mm film just to demonstrate the feasibility of the infrared 
film as a plasma-shielding mask. The time required to drill a microhole 
depends substantially on how fast the stage supporting the film is moved 
within the same plane as the microhole is created in the film quickly 
(<1 s) upon absorption of the infrared laser (Figure 2a). We found 
that increasing the magnification of the objective lens also resulted 
in the production of a smaller microhole. We then demonstrated that 
linear holes with a width of, on average, 25 μm were created at a laser 
power of 194 mW and an objective magnification of 40X by manually 
displacing the position of the focus within the xy plane (Figures 2b-
2e). At a low magnification of 20X, microholes with a width of ~40 μm 
were created even with a low laser power of 116 mW. It was often hard 
to stably yield a constant-width microhole because of the difficulty 
in manually focusing the identical plane at a high magnification. In 
addition, prolonged laser absorption gradually enlarged the processed 
area within the film probably due to accumulation of the heat. Because 
of these deviations from the focus and the more or less time-dependent 
changes in the affected areas, wavy burrs were inevitably produced 
along the edges of the microholes. We then quantified the variations in 
the width of the processed linear microholes as the standard deviation 
(Figure 2f).

Proteins/cells adhere to the substrate according to the 
microhole geometry

Next, we performed plasma lithography using the laser-processed 
film as a plasma-shielding mask. Because the thin film inherently 
consists of two sub-layers aimed at increasing adhesion as well as 
infrared absorption, it is capable of self-attaching to the PDMS-coated 
substrate. Even with a slight gap between the mask and substrate, 
plasma can partly diffuse into the gap under the direct-current-driven 
plasma generation [15]. Because the partial diffusion consequently 
results in ill-defined micropatterns, the firm attachment between the 
self-adhesive mask and substrate is suitable for plasma lithography-
based micropatterning. Oxygen plasma treatment was then performed 
to the PDMS surface through the mask, which was followed by Pluronic 
treatment for protein inhibition and hydrophilization for hydrophobic 
regions and also ECM coating (i.e., gelatin). For visualization of protein/
cell adhesive regions, fluorescent fibrinogen and cells were plated, and 
we investigated whether their micropatterns conform to the mask 
geometries. We demonstrated the conformity using a “plus”-shaped 
mask with which cells and proteins exhibited similar micropatterns 
(Figure 3a). Quantification of the conformity shows that ECM (i.e., 
fibrinogen) was basically confined within the mask configuration as 
it preferentially adheres to the protein adhesive regions (Figures 3b 
and 3c). Cells in general actively spread or shrink their peripheral 
lamellipodia, and cells also interact with neighboring cells [17]; these 
behaviors may perturb the outline of the cell colonies. Indeed, we 
observed a bridging of adjacent cells at the originally crossed portion 
of the “plus”-shaped micropattern (Figure 3a, Cells). We also found 
non-specific adhesion of fibrinogen to the outside of the desired “plus”-

Figure 2: Representative phase-contrast images of microholes created in the infrared absorption films with different Nd:YAG laser powers and 
objective lens magnifications. (a) 159 mW, 20X. The film before (t=0.0 s) and after (t=0.2 s) the initiation of the laser irradiation, taken by the 
infrared video camera. The film during heat absorption as indicated by a bright intensity (t=0.4 s), in which a microhole is not yet created. The film 
after the creation of a microhole as indicated by a decrease in the light intensity at the center (t=0.6 s) where the infrared absorption film is melt 
ejected. (b–e) Linear microholes created at 194 mW, 20X (b), 159 mW, 20X (c), 116 mW, 20X (d), and 194 mW, 40X (e). (f) Quantification of the 
widths of the microholes, represented by mean ± SD (n=12). Scale bars, 100 μm (a–d); 20 μm (e).
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shaped region when we repeated these experiments several times 
(Figure 3a, ECM#1, #2). The place of the ECM non-specific adhesions 
varied from experiment to experiment for some reason. The reason of 
the non-specific adhesion was unclear, but we confirmed that cells were 
nevertheless consistently present within the desired region. 

The plasma-shielding mask is reusable

For practical use, it is expected that the thin films are mechanically 
durable enough to be repeatedly applied to plasma lithography; 
otherwise, the film may produce inaccurate micropatterns due to its 
mechanical distortion or breakage and thus has to be expendable. We 
tested the durability using a mask with a “minus”-shaped microhole 
and found that similar linear micropatterns of cells are created as many 
times as needed; at least, we confirmed the reusability of the same film 
as a plasma-shielding mask even after 18-times use (Figures 4a-4c). We 
quantified the change in the feature size and found that particularly 
the microhole was enlarged in the short axis after use because the 

laser processed inner edges or burrs are partly removed (Figure 4d). 
Consequently, the width ratio of cells to film reduced, but the partial 
removal of the burrs occurs only in the beginning of the use (Figures 4d 
and 4e). Thus, the microhole features as well as the width ratio become 
unchanged after several uses.

Discussion
Plasma lithography is a practical option for conducting cell 

micropatterning in which a plasma-shielding mask having microholes 
or microfeatures of desired shapes is used to spatially restrict 
originally hydrophobic surfaces to be exposed to oxygen plasma for 
functionalization [13-16]. The remaining hydrophobic regions are 
treated with protein-resistant chemicals such as Pluronic F-127. 
Protein/cell adhesive regions can thus be selectively confined, thereby 
allowing for control of localization and morphology of cell colonies. 
For traditional plasma lithography, PDMS-made masks are utilized 
that are transferred from MEMS-fabricated silicon chips [13-15]. 

Figure 3: Representative images of spatially selective cell adhesions by the laser-processed mask-based plasma lithography. (a) A “plus”-
shaped microhole opened in an infrared absorption film (Film; phase-contrast) allows cells (Cells; phase-contrast) to selectively adhere to the 
unmasked regions although non-specific adhesion of fibrinogen was partly observed; here, two representative images are shown (ECM#1, #2; 
fluorescence). (b) Regions for evaluation of patterning accuracy. (c) The length ratios measured at the different regions (I to IV) shown in (b), 
represented by mean ± SD (n=3). Scale bar, 200 μm.

Figure 4: Durability of the infrared absorption film as a plasma-shielding mask. (a) Initial phase-contrast images of a rectangular microhole 
created in a film (left) and a resulting cell colony formed within the “minus”-shaped microdomain (right). (b, c) The same mask as of that in (a) but 
after 11 (b) or 18 (c) times repeated use (left). Cells faithfully adhere to the specific area (right), thus showing the repeatable use of the identical 
mask. (d) Widths of cell colonies (Cells) and microholes (Film) after 1,11 and 18 times use, represented by mean ± SD (n=6). (e) Width ratio of 
cell colony to microhole, represented by mean ± SD (n=6). Scale bar, 200 μm.
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These silicon chips can produce multiple copies of masks, but repeated 
on-demand design change may be limited because the fabrication is 
accompanied by a considerable amount of steps such as photoresist 
coating and anisotropic etching performed in a sophisticated clean 
room. Alternatively, we previously employed a commercially available 
electron microscopy grid as a shielding mask [16]; although this 
approach works successfully, design change to the mask geometry is 
difficult. In the present study, we instead promptly created plasma-
shielding masks from commercially available infrared absorption 
films by infrared laser processing. A spatial resolution of up to 25 µm 
was achieved in our setup using a low laser power of below 200 mW. 
The current approach thus consists of simpler steps of the low-power 
laser processing and plasma treatment, all of which can be completed 
in a standard experimental room within several minutes. Given these 
unique characteristics including the circumvention of the MEMS 
process, the present technique potentially becomes a practical option 
for performing cell micropatterning.

Because laser irradiation can be focused to a small area, it is 
generally suited to perform precise micromachining called laser 
processing or laser ablation [18]. Laser processing is a thermal process 
in which the laser is used as a heat source to remove materials by 
melt ejection. A pulsed laser is normally used for generating up to 
megawatt-class high power, which is required to process hard materials 
that are not cut by conventional machining process [18-22]. In laser-
based micropatterning techniques that are not aimed at physically 
drilling the substrate because of their low power, various types of 
photosensitizers are employed to locally functionalize the substrate 
upon light excitation [23,24]. However, photosensitizers are in general 
not very biocompatible, and engineering of photosensitive materials 
requires dedicated chemistry [1]. In the present study, we introduced 
a new, straightforward approach realized with a fairly low-power laser 
to drill not the cell culture substrate directly but a plasma-shielding 
mask for subsequent plasma lithography. Our strategy is to use an 
infrared absorption film with a small thickness close to the size of cells 
but durable enough to be replaced onto the cell substrate. The laser-
focused area of the infrared absorption film is promptly removed by 
melt ejection even with the low-power infrared laser, thus allowing for 
fine control of processing at a resolution of several tens of microns that 
is comparable to the size of individual cells.

The line width of the micropatterns that our experimental setup 
was able to yield was >25 μm. The spatial resolution was improved 
by decreasing the laser power or increasing the magnification of the 
objective lens, which contribute to focusing of the laser beam and 
ejecting as small amount of melted portions as possible. For further 
improvement, automatic focusing and constant-rate planar feed of 
the film position during laser processing are required, which will be 
the subject of future investigation. Moreover, the use of a motorized 
microscope stage is convenient for repeating sequential laser processing 
and drawing micropatterns of arbitrary geometries although we 
controlled the film position in a manual manner in the present study.

Conclusion
We described a new approach to plasma lithography-based cell 

micropatterning without using photolithographically microfabricated 
masks. We promptly processed a thin infrared absorption film using 
a low-power infrared laser, and then spatially controlled exposure to 
oxygen plasma was achieved according to the geometry of the mask 
in contact with the substrate. Thus, the usefulness of the processed 
thin film as a plasma-shielding mask was demonstrated. Cells were 

then seeded on the surface after the removal of the mask and the 
subsequent treatments with Pluronic F-127 and ECM. We observed 
spatially selective adhesions of cells to the artificially confined regions, 
suggesting that cell adhesive regions with desired geometries are 
effectively created. Our approach thus enables fast on-demand design 
change to the geometry of cell micropatterns. Reusability of identical 
microfabricated masks was also demonstrated. Thus, although 
motorized stages will be necessary for improving the spatial resolution, 
this new, adjustable technique independent of the MEMS technology 
can diversify practical options for performing cell micropatterning.
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